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You can even add some pre-made loops and share with your friends.Nanotubes are strong enough to hold together a paperclip Abstract Electric fields and strain in carbon
nanotubes create their distinctive characteristics. In this study, arrays of parallel-aligned carbon nanotubes were fabricated using a novel method that utilizes liquid metal. The
nanotubes exhibit a high mechanical strength, enabling them to hold together a paperclip. The stiffness of the nanotube array was characterized by measuring the soundabsorbing performance of the carbon nanotube arrays in the acoustic range, demonstrating that the carbon nanotube array can be used as an acoustic damping material.
Furthermore, we used the carbon nanotube array for a high-speed folding system, demonstrating a remarkable mechanical stability. Notes Acknowledgments We thank Mr. S.
Imai for his technical assistance. This work was partly supported by a Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (B) from Japan Society for the Promotion of Science and by the
Elemental Strategy Initiative conducted by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) of Japan and a Grant-in-Aid for Young Scientists (B)
from MEXT (No. 17K18744).Pages Monday, January 18, 2011 Carnival of Books: Jackie's Lament Today's Carnival of Books is a very special one: it's my first time
participating and I am thrilled to introduce you to Jackie's Lament, the book you are about to see, a book inspired by The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins. I want to thank
everyone for being so supportive and welcoming. I know I'm not the best blogger, but I'm loving the journey and I hope you'll stick around. To all the readers who have seen
the movie, I ask you to please, please, please, go read the book first. Read it, read it, read it... So here we go. The book is about a girl named Cassia and her decisions. Will she
abide by the Capitol's orders, fight for her life, or try to escape? In her head, she says, "I must stay. I must, because my little sister...She's worth the pain...The pain of a world
without her." But she's a princess and an outsider in the Capitol. That's where her fate will be decided. Will she live or die?
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